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meanwhile, as goku and perfect cell continue to fight, several z warriors arrive and inform him of the results of the
legendary fight. however, it turns out the legendary fight is not against goku, but against an android. after hearing the
news, vegeta and goku conclude that the name of the android is perfect cell. shortly thereafter, goku is injured in the
final blow, but before he falls, he tells gohan to follow him and be safe. however, gohan says he doesn't want to leave

goku alone and gives in to goku's urging as both vegeta and piccolo get goku to the heal machine. in a flashback,
usernum the original goku and vegeta are training on the planet zarbon. apparently goku's father, king cold, offered a

reward to whoever could defeat vegeta. he is also training against kakarot, who was at that time evil frieza's
illegitimate son. the humanoid z warriors arrive, and reveal themselves as humans who previously fought with those

who abandoned the martial arts to become weak. some years later, goku and vegeta join their ranks, with the promise
of winning the dragon ball back. just as goku and gohan had to prepare for a showdown with the trunks-sired super
saiyan, vegeta arrives at frieza's spaceship to knock off his injured arm and eye. he then meets with frieza, who is
nervous to have vegeta go aboard the ship to heal his arm. he tells him they're in close range now, so killing him is

pointless. vegeta reminds him how weak he was before the fight, still not believing that frieza is indeed super saiyan.
frieza then has zarbon give a visual to vegeta, to whom both he and goku are shocked to see that vegeta is indeed

super saiyan. frieza however tells vegeta not to worry, as he's been thinking about what to do with him.
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satoshi and the readers have an uneasy relationship, despite a lot of respect and affection for each other. a lot of
people liked the manga much more, since the original art is just as expressive, has the emotional content and the

jokes, without any reservations. this might be one of the reasons why also the anime adaptations that were made after
the manga ended are not considered to be a continutation, and the reason why the manga was so loved by all of the
fans. while the characters in the manga have their flaws, the kids in dragon ball are as dear to them as humans are to
themselves. it was not surprising that this anime was animated and released in the same year as the games, since it
was already planned at the beginning. the anime makes very good use of all the elements that the game provides.

there are lines which are spoken in the game, and the voice actors of the dubbing made their vocal performances after
the script and listened to them. this kind of stuff was used on purpose, because the people who were working in the
dubbing knew the game and the different story arcs. the deaths of the established characters are well known, and

most people still remember them. people tend to forget the deaths of the old characters like yamcha, tambourine, and
the panda warriors. future trunks and gohan's death were extremely sad, but both of these characters had an impact

in the world of dragon ball z. future trunks was the protagonist of most stories from the twenty-fifth to the twenty-
eighth story arcs, and gohan made a name for himself in his last stories. other deaths were also quite natural, like

those of barinas and king cold, and most of them were not even given a proper ending. one of the biggest
disappointments was the red ribbon army. they were a bit more important than yamcha and tambourine, but they had
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a big impact on the story and a lasting effect. if there had been a dragon ball z without red ribbon army, goku would
never have defeated nappa. that said, both red ribbon army and all their side characters should have been given more

screen time. 5ec8ef588b
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